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We currently live in a world governed by unprecedented 
technological advances – artificial intelligence, 3D 
printing and self-driving cars to mobile supercomputers, 
robotics and nanotechnology – that are all evidence of 
the significant change that is starting to happen around 
us right now.

We are on the brink of the Fourth Industrial Revolution 
that will no doubt change the way humankind lives, 
works and relates to one another. We are experiencing 
change at a speed unlike anything the world has 
experienced before, that compels us to live and create 
realities that were previously unthinkable.

As a means of contributing to the overall growth of the 
global market and anticipating future shifts in the way 
we then have to do business, Enterprises University of 
Pretoria (Enterprises UP) provides specialised training 
programmes and short courses for skills development 
as well as research and advisory services for critical 
business insights to both our clients and individuals in 
South Africa and beyond.

What better way to remain on top of global changes in 
every walk of life and industry than through a partnership 
with a leading training and research provider that is 
backed by a solutions-driven approach and experts from 
the University of Pretoria. 

We not only ensure that you increase productivity and 
enhance service excellence in your line of business, but 
also that you continuously engage in groundbreaking 
knowledge transfer in an ever-changing world by always 
shifting knowledge to insight.

Shifting knowledge to insight

The rapid and vast changes we are beginning to 
experience in both our personal and professional 
lives call for a drastic shift in our thinking patterns 
and the way in which every industry will need to 
conduct business in the near future. Not only will 
business models in each and every trade need to 
transform in order to meet the growing needs and 
demands of consumers, but – more importantly – 
we will need to a make shift in the way we see and 
experience the world.

We are committed to lifelong learning and offer a unique 
selection of more than 500 short courses across 20 fields 
of industry.  We also provide a choice of different training 
options that suit your needs and range from scheduled 
short courses and online and/or blended courses to 
Continued Professional Development (CPD) courses 
and customised corporate training to meet the growing 
demands of the changing global business and professional 
environments.

TRAINING SOLUTIONS

Choose from a variety of career-focused training  
options customised to your needs.

The best selection of training solutions customised to  
your own identified skills development needs.

Maximise career-growth opportunities  
within all industries and places of work.

Enrol in specialised training programmes and  
short courses for industry-aligned learning experiences.

Access training around the clock and  
complete it at your own pace.

Online and blended (hybrid) courses provide access to  
training opportunities anywhere and at any time.
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Keep up with the latest developments  
in your field of expertise.

Complete CPD courses* to maintain your professional status  
and keep your expert knowledge up to date.

(*Registered with various local and international professional industry bodies.)

Take your knowledge to the next level with  
an entry point to formal qualifications.

With select credit-bearing* courses, you can start  
building your portfolio towards degree outcomes.

(*Credits are afforded in specified circumstances only and exclusively to formal degree programmes presented by UP.   
See the index for more details on credit-bearing courses and applicable programmes.)

Earn a certificate by a world-class,  
top-ranked* university.

Receive a certificate** of either successful completion  
or attendance issued by the University of Pretoria. 

(*QS World University Rankings. **Relevant assessment criteria apply to the specific certificate earned.)
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Our solutions present a multifaceted value proposition aligned with 
organisational objectives, personal growth and skills development 
goals – either as a combination of Training Solutions and Research 
Solutions or as distinct solutions on their own. This also means 
that your company can optimise on B-BBEE scorecard points with a 
combination of our offerings that support the following outcomes:

SOLUTIONS-DRIVEN APPROACH

1

Work readiness 
development.

Let entry-level employees 
acquire the right skills to help 

them integrate into the world of 
work more easily.

2

Workplace Skills Plan 
(WSP) activation.

Develop capacity and equip 
designated employees with 

professional skills aligned with 
industry needs.

3

Community 
engagement.

Ignite change in communities 
through experiential training 

and innovative business 
opportunities.

4

Enterprise and supplier 
development.

Invest in small business entities 
and start-ups that aspire to be 

more effective, efficient and 
sustainable.

W          O          R            K

WHY PARTNER WITH US?

Personalised services to 
achieve unique business 

and professional 
development goals.

Innovative solutions 
for targeted training and 
critical business insight. 

An extensive 
international footprint 

spanning six continents.

Draw from leading 
industry experts and 
South Africa’s finest 

thought leaders.

A single point of entry 
for all training, research 
and advisory services.

Access to all knowledge 
outputs from the 

University of Pretoria.

We provide a service offering that spans 50 plus areas of 
functional expertise and capability. Within each of these 
areas the total service offering is well balanced between 
applied research, advisory services and specialised 
business units. Most of our projects are highly customised 
and the solutions contained within each project draws on the 
latest best practice as informed by science and evidence.

RESEARCH SOLUTIONS

Make business decisions informed  
by scientific evidence.

Science and scientific methods are embedded  
within our total solution offering.

Implement solutions that are shaped by and  
applicable to real-world challenges. 

The strong symbiotic relationship between science and application  
enables us to generate solutions that are both innovative and practical.

Enrich your perspective by allowing multidisciplinary  
project teams to generate 360 degree insights.

We deploy various knowledge experts on the same project  
to generate enriched perspectives and diverse views.

Be a beneficiary of our creative journey  
with new ideas and solutions.

We are a breeding ground for new ideas, solutions and innovations –  
and only after they have been tested and applied do we put them into practice.
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For more information about our 
full range of available training 
programmes and short courses, visit 
www.enterprises.up.ac.za/training-
solutions. 

Also enquire with us about possible 
CPD points on any of our courses, or 
visit www.enterprises.up.ac.za/cpd-
courses for an updated list.

See a range of relevant research and 
advisory services at the end of this 
section.
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Sport, Tourism, 
Arts and Culture

As the Fourth Industrial Revolution becomes more of a reality, tourism 
is expected to increase with a growing number of potential tourists 
who will have access to more disposable income and become global 
citizens.1 The tourism sector therefore has great potential to create 
more jobs and economic opportunities to help alleviate poverty and 
conserve our natural and cultural heritage. However, the necessary 
strategies and plans need to be put in place and well-managed and 
new practices need to be adopted to improve both environmental 
performance and social wellbeing. But is it sustainable?

For tourism to be sustainable, the concept of sustainability needs to 
go mainstream and businesses, destinations and tourists alike need 
to become more aware of the impact they have on places and the 
people they encounter.2 In order to combat negative impacts of 
tourism and improve lives, protect places and provide visitors with 
authentic experiences, our products and services in Sport, Tourism, 
Arts and Culture provide you with the roadmap to align with the 
important role we all have to play in ensuring that people’s livelihoods 
and environments are protected through expert knowledge, skills and 
tools and use it as a vehicle for social, environmental and economic 
advancement.

1. World Economic Forum. 2017. The growth paradox: can tourism ever be sustainable? Available at 
https://goo.gl/1bGDgY.

2. World Economic Forum. 2017. The Travel and Tourism Competitiveness Report 2017. Available at 
https://goo.gl/kRFDoM.

 

4%
The estimated average by which 

the tourism sector will grow 
annually in the next ten years.1

50%
The percentage of World Heritage 

sites recognised by UNESCO without 
proper tourism management 

plans in place.1
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Advanced Course in Ceramics: 
Technological Analysis
___________________________________________

The Advanced Course in Ceramics: Technological Analysis 
provides you with progressive knowledge of the different stages 
in the life of a pot: how it was made; how it was used; and how it 
was discarded in different time periods and areas. The course delives 
into topics of laboratory analysis, manufacturing and microscopy of 
ceramic thin-sections, preparation of samples and analysis using an 
h-XRF followed by interpretation of data. Lectures on the geology 
of southern Africa and its implications on how to interpret results of 
laboratory analysis. Each stage is illuminated by means of different 
laboratory analyses in combination with lectures.

Introduction to Gaming Audio
___________________________________________

The Introduction to Gaming Audio short course provides you 
with a brief a history to gaming audio and equips you with the 
tools to design, compose and implement your own gaming audio 
in a practical manner. During the course, a sample game is made 
available with the end task to successfully implemented a tailored 
and personalised audio track for gameplay. The course specifically 
looks into topics of recording, editing, mastering, composition and 
implementation of audio material, notwithstanding practical know-
how of the UNITY 3D game engine, LOGIC Pro and Audacity platforms 
for working with and implementing recorded audio clips in games.

Basic Course in 
Sport Business Management
___________________________________________

The Basic Course in Sport Business Management introduces you to 
the fundamental management principles and tasks applicable to the 
sport industry both locally and internationally. Aimed at empowering 
managers to manage sport organisations at operational and middle 
management levels, you will gain a good understanding of the 
dynamics of the sport industry with specific reference to different role 
players, products and consumers. The course will also provide you 
with the necessary knowledge of the sport business environment 
to optimally position your organisation through effective planning 
strategies and actions, apply basic control measures and develop 
your leadership capabilities in sport organisations.

Advanced Course in Sport 
Business Management
___________________________________________

The Advanced Course in Sport Business Management provides 
you with more progressive skills in the management of sport-related 
events and professional sport organisations. During the course, you 
will become familiar with the 21st-century concept of visionary sport 
management, including contemporary sport business processes, 
management issues in sport and the exercise sciences, legal and 
political issues in sport and sport business ethics and decision 
making. You will also come to understand underlying aspects of 
sport funding and financing, as well as effective human resource 
management in sport organisations with the focus on on both local 
and international best-practice guidelines and regulations.

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
6 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P005877
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CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
3 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P006345

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
5 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P001250

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
5 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P001851
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Sport Facilities and Events Management
___________________________________________

The short course in Sport Facilities and Events Management 
provides you with the requisite skills and know-how to be able to 
successfully manage sport facilities and related events in a variety of 
settings and/or circumstances. During the course, you will become 
familiar with the latest international practices in sport facility 
management and events coordination by means of relevant case 
studies, field visits to real-world facilities, the production of sport 
facility and event management documents (including bidding 
templates and business plans) that can be used in your own practice, 
and the development of sound risk management plans for facilities 
and events. *See index

Sport Law
___________________________________________

The short course in Sport Law examines some of the most common 
legal problems facing those in sport from managers and government 
officials to participants and administrators alike who deal with 
sport-realted activities both on and off the sportsfield. The course 
covers specific topics of sport-related issues, including: contractual 
relations; the role of the agent in professional sport; labour law in 
professional sport; disciplinary proceedings and alternative dispute 
resolutions; the legal aspects of sport injuries; liability regulations 
regarding drug-use in sport; sport sponsorships; and constitutional 
issues in sport. You will also gain insights to the various representative 
sporting codes and federations.
See also: Law and Human Rights

Online Course in Higher Exercise Science 
and Personal Training
___________________________________________

The Online Course in Higher Exercise Science and Personal 
Training provides you with essential information and insights to 
exercise physiology, biomechanics, anatomy, motor learning and 
nutrition as a novice personal trainer. The course covers various 
aspects of screening of clients, performing strength, flexibility and 
risk assessments, and developing training programmes that focus 
on cardio-respiratory, resistance and flexibility training. You will also 
gain invaluable knowledge on the personal training environment 
that can be applied in any practical setting, including behaviour 
modification, the business of personal training, structure and policy 
issues, economics and finance management, as well as marketing 
and professional relations. *See index

Online Course in Neuroscience Visual 
Skills Testing and Training
___________________________________________

The Online Course in Neuroscience Visual Skills Testing and 
Training provides you with the requisite skills to achieve and perform 
at your maximum potential as sportsperson or, alternatively, to affect 
these outcomes in your role as manager or medical practitioner 
in the sport-related professions. The course will enable you to 
design a personal vision programme tailored to specific activities, 
while you become familiar and understand the basic principles of 
neurophysiology, cerebrospinal fluids and special senses. The course 
also covers topics of anatomy and homeostasis, cells and tissues, 
muscle physiology, as well as the importance and application of 
sports vision testing.
See also: Health and Health Care | *See index
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CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
5 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P003572

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
2 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P000117

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
8 months online

MODE OF DELIVERY
Fully online

COURSE CODE
P002575

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
4 months online

MODE OF DELIVERY
Fully online

COURSE CODE
P002759
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Capacity Building for Tourism Practitioners
___________________________________________

The Capacity Building for Tourism Practitioners short course 
provides you with the requisite insights to implement effective 
tourism-orientated development initiatives within the local sphere 
of government by enhancing your knowledge in all facets of the 
tourism environment. Tourism is a very profitable economic sector in 
South Africa, where people in both a local and international context 
can explore thriving natural and cultural gems. The course therefore 
covers a range of topics that will introduce you to tourism and include 
tourism legislation, integrated tourism planning, tourism research 
and statistics, tourism asset and infrastructure management, tourism 
marketing and information provision for tourism.
See also: Public Administration and Management

Capacity Building for World Heritage Sites 
and Visitor Information Centres
___________________________________________

The Capacity Building for World Heritage Sites and Visitor 
Information Centres short course provides you with the necessary 
skills and knowledge to undertake effective tourism promotion and 
marketing, including the dissemination of information, for world 
heritage sites and visitor centres. The course covers various topics of 
customer service, communication, presentation, time management, 
as well as business management and research skills. You will also 
gain insights to government, the private sector and the civil sector to 
grow a domestic tourism economy, including knowledge of policies 
that impact on the role of centres within the tourism value chain and 
critical tourism assets.
See also: Public Administration and Management

Online Course in Cross-Border Tourist Guiding: 
South Africa and Namibia
___________________________________________

The Online Course in Cross-Border Tourist Guiding: South Africa 
and Namibia provides you with a unique learning experience in 
the aspects of conducting successful guided walking and/or driving 
excursions in geo-specific (national) environments and across 
borders by reflecting on a sound understanding of the two countries’ 
histories, cultural practices, environment, tourism economies, legal 
features and tourism technologies. As a qualified tourist guide, the 
course will enable you to better plan, prepare, conduct and conclude 
quality guided cultural and natural experiences across Namibia and 
South Africa by interpreting tangible and intangible aspects of their 
natural and cultural heritage and strategic destinations.

Strategic Tourism Destination Marketing
___________________________________________

The Strategic Tourism Destination Marketing short course 
provides you with an opportunity to explore different approaches 
to trends in destination marketing, while building up a practical 
framework for promoting your own destination more strategically 
for tourism. During the course, you will acquire the appropriate 
insights to analyse, interpret and select the right markets, execute 
suitable destination branding and position your destination more 
competitively through integrated marketing and communication 
strategies. The course specifically focuses on international best 
practices, relevant case studies and practical guidelines to impart the 
requisite knowledge and skills of destination marketing approaches 
and principles of tourism promotion.
See also: Marketing, Communication and Languages

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
5 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P003015

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
5 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P002992

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
12 months online

MODE OF DELIVERY
Fully online

COURSE CODE
P006354

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
3 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P000595
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Tourism Capacity Building for Policy 
Makers at Local Government
___________________________________________

The Tourism Capacity Building for Policy Makers at Local 
Government short course provides you with the requisite insights to 
all facets of tourism relevant to the development of a robust tourism 
industry in your respective municipality. Tourism requires the support 
of official structures and policies in order to remain competitive in 
an ever-changing global tourism market, and this course therefore 
considers the importance of tourism as an economic sector, 
specific roles of government and the private sector, tourism master 
planning, integration of tourism into the Integrated Development 
Plan (IDP), and ways of supporting development of tourism at Local 
Government level.
See also: Public Administration and Management

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

DURATION
2 contact days

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

COURSE CODE
P003230
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• Archaeological mitigation and monitoring services
• Archaeological site evaluations
• Heritage assessments
• Archaeological, historical, cultural and ethnographic research
• Archaeological reconnaissance and survey
• Heritage site and landscape mapping
• Archaeological collections analysis
• Artefact analysis

• Enhancing excellence in sport performance
• Prevention and management of medical complications and illness in sport
• Prevention, management and rehabilitation of patients with non-communicable diseases 

(NCD’s) of lifestyle through patient-centred, comprehensive, lifestyle interventions, including 
promotion of physical activity and safe participation in recreational sport

• Prevention, non-surgical management and rehabilitation of musculoskeletal and other injuries 
in sport

• Sport and physical activity in society, including economics, governance, management, ethics 
and education

• Airline management and marketing, frequent travellers and loyalty programmes
• Airline network modelling
• Business and corporate travel
• Competency studies regarding in-house travel facilities
• Development and review of sport and recreation strategies
• Development and review of tourism strategies
• Development and review of event strategies and toolkits
• Development of tourism policy frameworks and new tourism legislation
• Environmental management practices within both the sport and tourism industries
• Market analyses (supply and demand) for tourism investment

ARCHAEOLOGY

For more information about our full offering of research and advisory services, 
visit www.enterprises.up.ac.za/research-solutions

SPORT EXERCISE 
MANAGEMENT AND 

LIFESTYLE 
INTERVENTION (SEMLI)

TOURISM

Sport, Tourism, Arts and Culture
RESEARCH AND ADVISORY SERVICES

We deploy multifaceted teams of experts that provide customised and 
innovative research and advisory services for a competitive edge shaped 
around our ability to put science into practice. 

Our operating paradigm is shaped around solutions applications in relation to 
real-world challenges experienced by our clients, as well as daily challenges 
in our communities and society. With this in hand, we offer a diverse range of 
empirical, business-to-business Research Solutions across the full lifecycle 
of projects:
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The following credit-bearing courses provides you with an entry point to formal degree programmes exclusively presented by 
the University of Pretoria with credits afforded towards the specified degree modules:

Faculty of Economic and Management Sciences    Module code and credits
Advanced Programme in Labour Relations Management   ABV700
Basic Course in Financial Investigation     FRA710  (20 credits)
Economic Crime Schemes      FRA701  (20 credits) | FRM802 (15 credits)
Fraud Risk Management      FRA702  (20 credits) | FRM801 (15 credits)
Interviewing Skills for Fraud Examiners and Auditors   FRA708  (20 credits)
Investigation and Management of Cyber and Electronic Crime  FRA707  (20 credits) | FRM805 (15 credits)
Investigation of Financial Crime     FRA703  (20 credits) | FRM804 (15 credits)
Labour Relations       ABV320  (20 credits)
Law for Commercial Forensic Practitioners    FRA704  (20 credits) | FRM803 (15 credits)
Module in Advanced Module in Basic Taxation (Graduate Level)  BEL300  (40 credits)
Module in Advanced Module in Basic Taxation (Postgraduate Level)  BEL751  (40 credits)
Module in Basic Taxation      BEL200  (40 credits)
Money Laundering Investigation and Detection    FRA705  (20 credits) | FRM806 (15 credits)
Prevention and Detection of Procurement and Contract Fraud  FRA709  (20 credits)
Programme in Empowering Responsible Leaders in Local Government  OBS781  (20 credits)

Faculty of Health Sciences
Online Course in Higher Exercise Science and Personal Training  FLG331  (18 credits)
Online Course in Neuroscience Visual Skills Testing and Training  FLG211  (12 credits)
Online Course: Introduction to Neuroscience Coaching   FLG327  (30 credits)

Faculty of Humanities
Advanced Course in Employee Assistance Programmes   UPO923  (15 credits)
Cross-Cultural Communication     LCC715  (20 credits)
Sport Facilities and Events Management     MBK709  (27 credits)

School of Public Management and Administration
(credit towards enrolment in the Master’s in Public Administration [MPA])
Executive Development Programme for the Public Sector
Executive Leadership Municipal Development Programme (ELMDP)
Executive Public Management Development Programme
Knowledge and Information Management for Senior Managers
People Management and Empowerment for Senior Managers
Public Management Development Programme (PMDP)
Strategic Capability and Leadership for Senior Managers

Successful completion of credit-bearing short courses entails that a candidate who otherwise complies with all the admission requirements for corresponding 
formal degree programmes – as published annually in the respective year faculty year books of the University of Pretoria – may upon registering for the formal 
programme obtain credits for the corresponding degree modules. Normal application processes for admission to formal programmes at the University of 
Pretoria must be followed. Certificates of successful completion of credit-bearing short courses issued by Enterprises University of Pretoria must be submitted 
during the application for recognition of allocated credits.

Licensed content

• CCNA® and CCNP® are registered trademarks and used under licence of Cisco Systems, Inc. (https://www.cisco.com).
• BABOK® Guide is a registered trademark and used under licence of the International Institute of Business Analysis 
          (http://www.iiba.org).
• Herrmann Whole Brain® Thinking System, Thinking Accelerator® and HBDIinteractive®are registered trademarks and used under licence of 

Herrmann International (http://www.herrmannsolutions.com).
• Incoterms® is a registered trademark and used under licence of the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) (https://iccwbo.org).
• JBCC® is a registered trademark and used under licence of the Joint Building Contracts Committee® NPC (http://www.jbcc.co.za).
• PMP®, PMI® and PMBOK® Guide are registered trademarks and used under licence of the Project Management Institute, 
          Inc. (http://www.pmi.org.za).

Copyright © 2018 Enterprises University of Pretoria (Pty) Ltd

All rights reserved.
No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying and/or digital 
reproduction, or by any information storage and retrieval system, without the copyright owner’s permission.

Credit-bearing courses ℗
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Shifting knowledge to insight

www.enterprises.up.ac.za

Enterprise Building, 140 Lunnon Road, 

Hillcrest

Private Bag X41, Hatfield, 0028 

+27 (0)12 434 2500

+27 (0)12 434 2505

info@enterprises.up.ac.za

To download our free app visit enterprises.up.ac.za/mobile-app

REG NO:  1999/018455/07


